BOOK OF DOORS 2019/20

OPEN. TO.

MY INCOMPARABLE DOORS.

OPEN. TO.

AN ENTIRELY
NEW DOOR
EXPERIENCE.

Open invitation: DANA.at

Of course, a door by DANA is beautiful to look at. But that’s not
the only thing that defines who we are. Our ideas for doors go
further, break new ground, make premium quality standard and
have revolutionised more than just the opening and closing. The
result: Not just beautiful doors, but also functions that really do
make daily life better.

In this book of doors you’ll discover outstanding innovations that
you’ll only find with DANA. Be open to a new door experience!
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Isn’t it great when doors
surprise us and really do
make daily life better?

THAT IS DANA

WE ARE RETHINKERS,
NEW THINKERS,
FORWARD THINKERS.
We are DANA.

Now we could tell you that we’re part of the international JELD-WEN group
and make the most popular doors on the Austrian market. But what’s far more
important is how that benefits you.
Over 45 years’ experience and our principle of always imagining the next step
for doors result in a constant stream of unique ideas. And when we promise
something “unique” this is no mere buzz word: instead it describes our wealth of
innovations for opening and closing doors, our high quality standards and door
functions that will surprise you.
We are planners and designers, developers and consultants. We take the topic
of sustainability seriously at every stage of our work and love it when we surpass
ourselves. We are DANA – and what that means for your doors will become
clear to you on the pages that follow ...
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A NEW DOOR
EXPERIENCE.
What defines our doors is so much more than is apparent at first sight. The true advantage of a DANA
door is revealed by its most important function: the
opening and closing.
No two lives, no two homes, are exactly the same –
and that means that the demands made on a door
are different too. At DANA, we’ve given this fact a
great deal of thought. Because we realise that no
two people use doors in precisely the same way:
Children charge through doors like a whirlwind,
while we grown-ups weave our way through rooms
laden with bags and suchlike. Whereas safety and
calm are priorities in some rooms, in others we
want solutions that work very simply or save space.
Our aim has always been to create doors that are
right for every room and every set of living conditions. And those who get to know our innovations
quickly realise that we do this very successfully,
time and time again.

DOOR EXPERIENCE

OPEN. TO.

In our book of doors we reveal to you what a door is really capable of. We’d like you to be surprised. We’d like
you to be enthusiastic. But there’s one thing we’d like
above all else: to make your daily life more attractive
with our doors!

OPEN. TO.
 

 mooth and easy opening – thanks
S
to practical push handles

 

Space-saving solution – with Reverso

 

More safety and comfort – with DANAmotion

 

Even more space to live in – with Swing

 

 losing at the touch of a button –
C
with the electric lock

 

 eace and noise insulation up
P
to 35 dB – with Silent+

Open. To. A pivotal
door experience.

aufzudana.at
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Doors provide reassuring protection and are things of
true beauty. They bring people closer together – or
provide a place to retreat to. In the course of our lives
we open or close a door more than a million times.
So choosing the right door is an important decision.
Those who value quality, innovation and experience will
soon discover DANA. Because from us you always get
that little bit more than “just” a door …

DANA IN FIGURES

SOMETIMES NUMBERS
SPEAK LOUDER THAN
WORDS.
DANA – more than a door.

42
DAYS
of our lives are spent opening
and closing doors

4,954

480,000

experience of helping customers

per year

YEARS’

356,720
TIMES

is how often a door is opened
or closed in its lifetime

DOORS PRODUCED

15,000
HOURS

of development per year (1,000
test certificates in total)
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N R 1328

For more on sustainability certificates, visit DANA.at

DANA AND THE ENVIRONMENT

OPEN TO NEW
NATURALNESS.
DANA – healthy living all along the line.

Every stage of the work DANA does is geared towards protecting the environment. And when we say “every”, we mean “every” – from car-sharing on the way
to work to the woods and varnishes we choose.
So what do you get out of it? A good feeling all round – and doors that genuinely
contribute to a healthy atmosphere, indoors and out!
 

Wood and wood materials sourced from sustainable forestry

 

Traceable wood origin – awarded the FSC® and PEFC™ certificates

 

Use of low-emission products

 

Resource-conserving production – from transportation to manufacture

 

Efficient energy management thanks to continuous monitoring

 

Healthy living environments as confirmed by Holzforschung Austria

 

Made in Austria

 

Certified quality: ISO 9001
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PLANNING FROM THE
INSIDE OUTWARDS LETS
YOU LIVE OUT YOUR IDEAS.
7 steps to a new door experience.

Start
Start thinking about doors at the planning stage.
That’s the golden rule for all house-builders! There are many questions
that need asking right at the start so that every idea can be realised.
Do you want your door to be an eye-catcher
or to discreetly match the decor?
Where is the hinge, how big is the swing angle?
1

What format should the door have?
(e.g. ceiling height, double leaf etc.)

Know your style.
Ask yourself what style you want to characterise your home.
That doesn’t mean you can never stray from it, on the contrary.
But a basic direction should be clear. More from page 40.
What style will you still want to be living with in ten years’ time?
Take a look round where you’re living now: What do you like, what do you not like so much?
Decide on a basic direction e.g. timeless.

Fall in love with the details.
You have the door handle or knob in your hand several
times a day. So it not only needs to look good, but to
feel great and suit the door! More from page 109.
Do you prefer simple handles, recessed handles or push handles?
7

Would you like custom-made designs? (e.g. flush, same design as the door etc.)

2

3

7 STEPS

3

Let the effect of our doors sink in.
Most furnishing decisions are made instinctively, on the spur
of the moment. That’s why you should study our doors and
see how they make you feel – ideally in our showrooms.
More on page 130 and at schauraum.dana.at
Need comprehensive guidance? No problem! Arrange an
appointment with our sales team today – you can do it online!
Need time & quiet? No problem either – with a VIP card
you can visit our showrooms whenever you wish.

The right door for every room.
Whereas safety and calm are priorities in some rooms, in
others we want solutions that work very simply or save space.
Who is going to use the door and how
should it open? (e.g. swing, slide)

YOUR PRACTICAL
DOOR CHECK-LIST

4

Would you like particular functions?
(e.g. Silent+, humidity protection etc.)

Available at dana.at/tuerencheckliste
Give your door the most attractive frame.
Like a picture frame, the door frame contributes to the
overall impression your DANA door makes. That’s why we
have a frame to suit every model – from page 122.
Should the frame determine the door design?
Should the door, wall and casing be flush or on different levels?

5

Prepare yourself for a surprise!
This is probably the most enjoyable part:
because at DANA you experience innovations
that no other door offers. More from page 16.

6

Discover DANAmotion for soft opening and closing,
the space-saving wonder Swing, our clever
smartClose System and much more!
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INNOVATIONS

OPEN. TO.

DOORS THAT
DELIGHT US AFRESH
EVERY DAY.

Open invitation: DANA.at

There are some doors that are simply a nice way of connecting
two rooms. But we want more! We want solutions that amaze
you, that add even more beauty to your daily life, that treat you
to premium quality and comfort. That’s why we have taken our
doors to the next level and have come up with innovations that
are unique and “unmistakably DANA”.
The next pages could change how you see doors and dramatically
increase your demands. And to be perfectly open with you, that’s
precisely what we intend.
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DANAMOTION

No slammed doors, no danger.
For details, see p. 21

KONTEXT

Simple, no frills and flush-fitting.
More details on p. 27

SWING

The space-saving door.
More details on p. 25

SMARTCLOSE,
PROTECT+ PACKAGE

Quite simply more comfort.
Find out more on p. 23 and p. 34

INSIDE DOUBLE-LEAF
GLASS SLIDING DOOR
For endless free space.

More on Inside on p. 30

INTERIOR

The door with no casing.
More details on p. 28

BECAUSE YOU CAN NEVER
HAVE TOO MANY ADVANTAGES:
TWIN HINGES

FLATFIX HANDLES

Material and design quality

Stripped-down handles with

at standard prices on p. 32

a modern design on p. 31

TÜRENSTÄRKE PLUS

The standard for even more
durable doors on p. 20

ELECTRIC LOCK, REVERSO
Find out more on p. 24 and p. 26

DANA IN EVERY ROOM

LIVING WITH DANA .

ENTRY DOOR

For more on our entry doors, see p. 126

SILENT+ PACKAGE

Brings peace to the home.
All the advantages on p. 33

NIVELO

Flush-mounting, done with glass.
More details on p. 29

INSIDE SLIDING DOOR
For more on boundless
free space, see p. 30

DANAMOTION EASY

Transparently more safety.
All the advantages on p. 22

aufzu.dana.at/Innovationen
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Modus 4 white matt

42
mm

TÜRENSTÄRKE
PLUS

Even longer-life and sturdier doors – as standard!
Our Türenstärke Plus makes premium quality standard:
The door leaf of every DANA door is 42 mm thick – that’s
nearly 10% thicker than usual in the trade. What’s more,
a four-sided solid wood frame increases the quality and
strength of your doors still further – at no extra cost!
 

Even greater stability thanks to the high-quality,
now four-sided solid spruce frame

 

Even more durable doors: even more inherent stability

 

Even more closing comfort: the door closes snugly and firmly.

 

42 mm door leaf thickness as new premium standard

tuerenstaerkeplus.dana.at

TÜRENSTÄRKE+ | DANAMOTION

Stops

Apart country oak

at the preset angle.

DANAMOTION

STOP
STOP

No slammed doors, no danger.

Sometimes powerful innovations are also very gentle: With
DANAmotion, slammed doors, danger from doors bursting
open uncontrollably and doorstops are things of the past:
 

Automatic, smooth stopping when opening

 

Automatic soft closing

 

 tops at a preset opening
S
angle (variable from 90° to 105°)

 

 he door also stays completely closed without
T
a lock – for a particularly elegant look

 

I f desired, lockable with a push-button
electric lock or chip card

aufzu.dana.at/danamotion
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Float all-glass door

All-glass softshut door.

DANAMOTION
EASY

More safety for all-glass doors.

DANA presents DANAmotion Easy, the unobtrusive but
effective innovation for all-glass doors: no more slammed
or swinging doors; the dangers of doors flying open
uncontrollably are now a thing of the past.
 

No slamming of all-glass doors

 

No uncontrolled flying open of doors

 

No doorstop needed

 

Automatic, slightly cushioned stopping when opening

 

Automatic, slightly cushioned closing

 

Stops at a preset opening angle (variable from 90° to 140°)

 

 an be combined with GT-Kontext Standard and every
C
other door in the Kontext range (see p. 27)

DANAMOTION
EASY | SMARTCLOSE
ECHTHOLZFURNIER

smartClose

Modus 4

keeps the door shut –
without a conventional lock.

SMARTCLOSE

The smart way to close a door.

DANA smartClose cushions the door when it is closed and keeps it shut.
This automatic shutting mechanism means locks and conventional handles
are no longer needed. So you have even more scope with your designs
and can, for example, choose elegant push or recessed handles.
 

 tays shut even without a latch – for
S
example with a push or recessed handle

 

Gentle closing like that of kitchen drawers

 

Extremely unobtrusive: the system is almost invisible once installed

 

 ore design flexibility when choosing a handle
M
because no lock is necessary

 

 n all-glass doors the holding mechanism is
O
concealed behind an elegant covering strip

 

If desired, lockable with a push-button electric lock or chip card

aufzu.dana.at/smartclose
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The lock as a

Nizza push handle, inlay white
with integrated sensor for electric lock

design highlight.

ELECTRIC
LOCK

And keys are no longer needed.

Many people find large key rosettes or escutcheon plates on doors
unsightly. Nevertheless, there are rooms in the home that it would
be good to be able to lock. Here, the DANA electric lock offers new
possibilities: it locks the door at the touch of a button or by chip card.
 

Particularly easy to lock – a touch of
a button is all that’s needed

 

 ider range of designs irrespective of
W
stipulated, conventional handle sets

 

Almost invisible mechanism

 

Easy and secure access

 

 itted in the handle itself, or as an unobtrusive
F
lock button or with a chip card

aufzu.dana.at/elektroschloss

ELECTRIC LOCK | SWING
when opened.

Struktura
cracked oak brown

Swings to the side

SWING

Even more space to live in.

Swing doesn’t just open, it “swings” to one side on the
concealed rail. The door leaf reaches into both rooms.
A real experience – and a real space saver!
 

Especially space-saving:
the door leaf can swing into both rooms

 

More planning freedom thanks to the new door opening system

 

Ideal wherever a sliding door is not feasible

 

Cushioned closing

 

Can stand open in various positions

 

Passing through possible from both sides

aufzu.dana.at/swing
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Struktura cracked ash pura

a surprising way

of opening.

REVERSO

The space saver that springs a surprise.

Flush-fitting doors are ideally suited to a puristic interior design.
Usually they open “inwards”, into the room – but this isn’t always
appropriate, e.g. in narrow hallways. With Reverso, you can now
express your style everywhere: opening into the passage, which takes
up so much space, is avoided; the room has a more harmonious feel.
 

The door surprisingly opens into the next room

 

Ideal for narrow hallways or rooms where space is at a premium

 

 legant appearance: door leaf and casing are flush – as with
E
conventional flush-mounted doors that open forwards

 

Striking design and space-saving

 

Guaranteed wow-effect when it’s opened

 

 epending on the model it can be fitted with the DANAmotion
D
system for cushioned opening and closing

 

Also available as an all-glass door

aufzu.dana.at/reverso

REVERSO | KONTEXT
Door and wall in one colour

At one with
the wall.

KONTEXT

Simple, no frills – yet so eye-catching.

Kontext really melts into the wall: no casing, no hinges are visible.
This is not just modern and aesthetically pleasing – it also
makes cleaning easier since no dust can gather on the casing.
 

If desired, completely flush-fitting and with recessed handle

 

 an be painted or papered to match the design of the wall –
C
but is also available in every door design

 

Door opens outwards and inwards – same design on both sides

 

 an also be fitted with the DANAmotion Easy system
C
for cushioned opening and closing

 

 lso available as a ceiling-height version, as an all-glass door or
A
Charisma moulded glass door (from p. 84)

aufzu.dana.at/kontext
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Struktura
cracked oak brown

INTERIOR
SYSTEM

The new freedom in door design.

Those who prefer flush, clear forms will love this DANA innovation:
the casing is replaced with a panel frame that can be fitted either in
front or in the middle of the wall space as desired. That means you
can decide on the building site which version you prefer. If the frame
is placed in the middle a new, reduced stylistic idiom is created.
 

Flush-mounting in a new form: nothing protrudes into
the room anymore – no handle, no knob

 

Even more flexibility: You decide where the frame should be fitted

 

With the DANA magnetic lock for soft and quiet closing

 

The door and frame form one flush surface

 

With concealed hinges

 

With a subframe if desired (p. 122)

 

Also available as an all-glass door or ceiling-height version

aufzu.dana.at/interior

INTERIOR SYSTEM | NIVELO
GT Float – flush-mounted

NIVELO

Flush-mounting, done with glass.

Flush doors have become an essential part of modern interior
design – and at DANA they are now also available in an
all-glass version! Door, casing and hinges merge into a single
unit making rooms look bigger, brighter, more inviting.
That is the future of glass doors, available today at DANA.
 

Brings the trend of a reduced stylistic idiom to the all-glass door

 

Door leaf, hinge and casing are all flush

 

A design highlight for expansive, bright living space

 

 oft and quiet closing with an elegant closing system:
S
a discreet magnetic strip, invisible when
the door is closed, keeps the door shut

 

 ith all the advantages of our all-glass doors –
W
more details from p. 98

aufzu.dana.at/nivelo
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Disappears

Mondria all-glass door

completely into the wall.

INSIDE

For endless free space.

A sliding door that completely vanishes into the wall
when opened? DANA Inside makes it possible!
 

Slides into the wall – door vanishes completely

 

Maximum clearance width, more room to move

 

With DANAmotion system

 

Available in numerous designs

 

Available as a solid door or all-glass door

 

You will find more sliding door solutions from p. 92

aufzu.dana.at/inside

INSIDE | FLATFIX HANDLE

ELEGANTLY PURISTIC

in every detail: the most
minimalist locking mechanism
on the market.

Wafer thin & unique

Flatfix Denver with pin lock

New: the flattest rosette on
the market – only 0.8 mm.

FLATFIX
HANDLES

The ingenuity of simplicity.

“Less is more” – our Flatfix handles underline this motto beautifully.
We have taken the trend towards reduction to extremes: the
wafer thin, 0.8 mm stainless steel rosette lies virtually flush with
the door leaf – and that on both sides.
 

 legantly smooth appearance,
E
not only ideal for flush-fitting doors

 

 ersion available with pin lock (discreetly integrated
V
in the rosette), with key or keyless –
no more lost keys or exasperating searches

 

Extremely scratch-proof and durable

 

 ith round or rectangular-rounded stainless steel rosettes
W
or matt black rectangular-rounded rosettes

 

A design highlight for the same price as a standard version

ALL HANDLES

and locking mechanisms from p. 109.

aufzu.dana.at/flatfix
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a design highlight

Palais white matt

at no extra cost.

TWIN HINGES

Elegance down to the smallest detail.

To lend your door support and ensure it moves flawlessly
in the frame it is hung on hinges. For some people this is
a tiny detail – at DANA it’s a stylish eye-catcher: thanks
to our high-quality twin hinges in a stainless-steel-look!
 

 ll hinges have the same look for a harmonious overall
A
impression, for both standard and functional doors

 

 remendous flexibility: even after installation
T
the door is easy to adjust

 

Perfectly matches all fittings

 

A design highlight with a high-quality surface

 

Also available in matt black

aufzu.dana.at/twinband

Design hinge

as standard on all
grooved doors.

TWIN HINGES | SILENT+
Modus 4 white matt

SILENT+

For even more peace and comfort.

The DANA SILENT+ package is ideal for those parts of the
home where noise levels are higher – from the kids’ room to
the room with the clanking washing machine.
 

 oise protection to up to 35 dB – (compared to a
N
standard interior door which can cope with 20 dB)

 

Adds calmness and harmony to the room

 

With sound-absorbing insert and drop-down seal

 

I mproved dimensional stability
thanks to the reinforced door frame

 

 lmost every DANA door can easily be modified
A
with the SILENT+ package

 

 an also be combined with
C
the PROTECT+ package (see p. 34)

aufzu.dana.at/silentplus

special seal

Sound-absorbing
insert

Drop-down seal
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Dual 310 white matt

stays strong –

thanks to the reinforced door frame.

PROTECT+

For even greater stability.

The DANA PROTECT+ package is ideal for rooms in
which humidity can temporarily increase, for instance
the bathroom or utility room.
 

Special solution for temporary humidity increases

 

I mproved dimensional stability thanks to
the reinforced door frame

 

 oated bottom edge of the door leaf – significantly
C
better resistance to moisture absorption

 

 lmost every DANA door can easily be modified
A
with the PROTECT+ package

 

 an also be combined with
C
the SILENT+ package (see p. 33)

aufzu.dana.at/protectplus

Struktura larch
White coated

PROTECT+ | BRAND SIGN

Brand sign

DANA
BRAND SIGN

A sign of quality.

It is easy to see when a door is from DANA – from how
it looks, how it feels, and the exceptional innovations
it features. Our elegant brand sign on the door and casing
now reveals even more quickly that you have chosen the
premium quality of DANA.
 

Makes premium quality plain to see straight away

 

A seal of quality that is itself an eye-catcher
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DANA THROUGH
AND THROUGH.
When quality can be felt
in every detail.

4

TWIN HINGES
A design highlight as standard –
at no extra cost.

1

5
2

42-MM-THICK
DOOR LEAF & FOUR-SIDED
SOLID WOOD CASING
as standard. For more robustness,
longer life and closing comfort.

6

7

3

HIGH-QUALITY
RAL 9016 FINISH
as standard.

Premium quality as standard.
For us, premium quality is not an “upgrade” – it is part
of the package and available as standard. It is this special
DANA standard that gives your door its supreme quality
and uniqueness – in every little detail.

THE CASING
AS A DESIGN ELEMENT.

DOOR DETAILS

We’ve made
premium qual
ity
standard.
At no extra co
st .

Classic beauty.
Door leaf, casing and wall
clearly stand out.

DANA BRAND SIGN
Our elegant brand sign in the door
rebate signals premium quality.

Stylish beauty.
On DANA MODUL the door leaf
and casing form a single surface.

MAGNETIC LATCH LOCK
if desired for especially
soft closing – with the
simple elegance of Flatfix handles.

Puristic beauty.
On DANA PLANO the door leaf,
casing and wall form a single surface.

FLATFIX HANDLES
A design highlight as standard.
Wafer thin and virtually flush, with
the flattest rosette on the market.

MORE ABOUT
THE CASINGS
FROM PAGE 122.
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Euroba country oak planked

More than just a material: veneer
is a wonderful “effect material”
that allows wood to be seen
in a new light – again and again.

REAL WOOD VENEER

THE BEST
OF WOOD.
Real wood veneer doors by DANA.

The history of wood veneer goes back thousands of years: the ancient Egyptians
were already enhancing their furniture with it. Hardly surprising, since veneers
are undoubtedly the most elegant things that wood can offer.
It’s as if the essence of a tree has been pressed into fine sheets.
The best of the tree is worked into wafer thin sheets that enhance the
appearance of your DANA door like a second skin. They are warm, vibrant,
multifaceted and at the same time particularly economical. Unique items of the
kind that only nature can produce. We love to play with the structures of veneer
and to constantly highlight its beauty in new ways. It is in veneer that the whole
breadth of the quality of our craftsmanship is revealed.
An outstanding product deserves outstanding appreciation.
As a member of the Initiative Edelfurnier we aim to move others to share
our enthusiasm and place the importance on this wonderful material that it
deserves.
Find out more at edelfurnier.at and discover the wonderful world of our veneer
doors from page 45.
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DOOR INSPIRATION

OPEN. TO.

INSPIRING WORLDS
OF STYLE.

Open invitation: DANA.at

A room becomes a room for living in once you have rescued
it from anonymity. Designed it according to your wishes, put
your own personal stamp on it. And a door opens up so many
opportunities to do this: it may be plain, have a rustic look or win
you over with its unusual texture or notches and grooves.
We have gathered our doors together for you in inspirational
styles. Though of course we have no intention of pigeonholing
you. No style can be described in a single word – life is too
colourful and varied for that. But maybe it will give you new ideas
and even more fun making your selections!
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OPEN. TO. DOORS THAT REALLY
DO ADD BEAUTY TO LIFE.

A home where life is lived to the full.
Rooms that the whole family can enjoy.
The doors offer an open invitation to
play, romp and enjoy time together. They
also offer an opportunity to retreat into
a peaceful space. High-quality, healthy
materials provide a climate of well-being.
Discover the timelessly elegant
DANA door models for your home.

TIMELESS
42
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Door leaf and casing
become one

Euroba white matt

with the flush-fitting
MODUL version.

EUROBA is simple yet elegant.

EUROBA
Canadian maple
natural coating

EUROBA
birch
natural coating

EUROBA
beech
natural coating

EUROBA
oak
oiled or natural coating

EUROBA
country oak planked
oiled or natural coating

EUROBA
walnut
natural coating

Note: The colours of natural coating finishes
differ from those of oiled surfaces.

EUROBA

THE BEAUTY OF LIVING.

For more stunning surfaces, visit dana.at/produktfinder
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Monolog country oak planked

Beautiful to the touch:

DYNAMIC HORIZONTAL VENEER
looks good, feels good.

Our models with intriguing veneer combinations.

MONOLOG
country oak planked
natural coating or oiled

MONOLOG
beech heartwood planked
natural coating

APART
country oak planked
natural coating

DIALOG
Canadian maple
natural coating

ANALOG
Canadian maple
natural coating

SOPRAN
Canadian maple
natural coating

Note: The colours of natural coating finishes
differ from those of oiled surfaces.

VENEER DOORS

LATERAL THINKING.

For more stunning surfaces, visit dana.at
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smartClose

Modus 4 white matt

keeps the door
shut – without a
conventional lock.

Strip inserts as subtle enhancements to the door leaf.

MODUS 4
white matt
stainless-steel-look inserts

MODUS 312
white matt
stainless-steel-look inserts

MODUS 325
white matt
stainless-steel-look inserts

MODUS 2
white matt
stainless-steel-look inserts

MODUS 2D
white matt
stainless-steel-look double inserts

MODUS 325
platinum grey
stainless-steel-look inserts

MODUS

PLEASE INTERRUPT!

48
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Modus 4 white matt

stainless-steel-look inserts.

Insert walnut look on white,
on Linus

Insert oak look on white,
on Linus

Insert American walnut on
oak, on Linus

Insert stainless-steel-look
on oak, on Modus

MODUS 4
oak
stainless-steel-look inserts

MODUS 312
Canadian maple
stainless-steel-look inserts

MODUS 340 U
walnut
stainless-steel-look inserts

MODUS | LINUS

Choose strip inserts in either stainless-steel-look or wood.

Wood effect inserts.

LINUS 4
oak
inserts in American walnut

LINUS 325
white
walnut look inserts

LINUS 2
white
oak look inserts

LINUS 2D
white
walnut look inserts

LINUS 4
white
oak look inserts

LINUS 2
Canadian maple
inserts in American walnut
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Meteor-S white matt insert country oak natural coating

GREAT IDEA:

The push handle has the same
surface as the door’s wood insert.

DOORS WITH INLAYS

THE ART OF
CONTRAST.
Inlays in warm wood shades on plain white.

INSERTS
FOR METEOR-S
AND METEOR-Q

Country oak

INSERTS FOR LOGIK

Oak

METEOR-S
white matt
insert country oak natural coating

American walnut

Levi

METEOR-Q
white matt
insert bar oak horizontal

Aristo

Adora

LOGIK
white matt
insert Aristo
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OPEN. TO. DOORS FULL OF
CHARACTER.

It may be modern ideas or classic designs,
warm wood or cool glass: those who know
their own style perfectly know what goes
together. Style is balance and harmony –
never blandness. Subtle grooves, beading
or textured surfaces give doors that
something extra and open up design
opportunities that are effective without
being intrusive.

Discover the wide range of DANA doors
for a home full of elegance and character.

STYLISH
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Maximum clearance width even
in confined spaces with our

INSIDE sliding door

Textura 03 white matt

(see p. 30).

Textured surfaces for a door that just feels right.

TEXTURA 02
white matt
reed relief texture

KONTURA 02
white matt
brushed larch texture

TEXTURA 03
white matt
reed relief texture

KONTURA 03
white matt
brushed larch texture

TEXTURA | KONTURA

THE FEELGOOD
FACTOR.
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Milk glass

Belvedere 3 white matt

harmonises
with the room.

BELVEDERE plays with panels and glass inserts.

BELVEDERE

GLASS ADDS CLASS.
all models with or
without glass cutouts.

BELVEDERE 2
white matt
glass DIAMANTA float glass with
blue-grey print design frosting

BELVEDERE 1
white matt

BELVEDERE 2S
white matt
Satinato glass

BELVEDERE 3
white matt

BELVEDERE 4
white matt
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Our Türenstärke Plus
Palazzo 1 white matt

makes every door even more stable –
as you’ll also find when closing them.

PALAZZO, a door of timeless beauty.

PALAZZO 1
white matt

PALAZZO 1
white matt
Float glass

PALAZZO 3
white matt

PALAZZO 3
white matt
Float glass

PALAZZO

ELEGANCE IN WHITE.
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The Z-Audienz casing

Audienz 01 white matt

fits the door to perfection.

AUDIENZ impresses – in old buildings or to
contrast with modern surroundings.

AUDIENZ 01
white matt

AUDIENZ 02
white matt

AUDIENZ 03
white matt

AUDIENZ 04
white matt

AUDIENZ 05
white matt

AUDIENZ 26
white matt

AUDIENZ

CLASSIC BEAUTY.
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Flatfix,

our slender design handle,
provides the finishing touch.

Elegance down to the last detail –
thanks to high-quality

Palais white matt

twin hinges.

STYLE DOORS with real wood panels and high-quality beading.

TAUERN
oak
natural coating

HOCHTOR
oak
natural coating

BOSRUCK
oak
natural coating

AUSSEE
white matt
with panels

MIRABELL
white matt
with flattened panels

PALAIS
white matt
with flattened panels

STYLE DOORS

REAL STYLE.

For more stunning surfaces, visit dana.at
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A black handle

Inn-Q knotted spruce

forms a marvellous
contrast with the light
solid wood door.

Solid wood doors of elegant spruce.

MÜRZ
old spruce
brushed
natural coating or oiled

LECH
old spruce
brushed
natural coating or oiled

INN
solid knotted spruce vertical
brushed
natural coating or oiled

DRAU
solid spruce
smooth or brushed
natural coating

INN-Q
solid knotted spruce, horizontal
brushed
natural coating or oiled

SOLID WOOD DOORS

THE FULL BEAUTY
OF WOOD.

For more stunning surfaces, visit dana.at
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OPEN. TO. DOORS THAT
IMPRESS WITHOUT INTRUDING.

Modern, open living joins rooms together.
This makes the door even more important:
it should add style while still embodying
minimalism.
Strikingly designed glass, elegant metallic
touches or a modern white accentuate the
clean lines of the interior.

Discover the effortlessly elegant DANA
door models for your style.

PURISTIC
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Flush-mounted and
bang up to date: our

Intouch flush pull handle.

The right

Opening direction

Motiv 340 white matt

for every room – with a harmonious
look provided by Reverso.

MOTIV with aesthetic grooves.

MOTIV 301
white matt
groove patterns

MOTIV 325
white matt
groove patterns

MOTIV 340 U
white matt
groove patterns

MOTIV 320
white matt
groove patterns

MOTIV 312
white matt
groove patterns

MOTIV 310
white matt
groove patterns

MOTIV

BEAUTY
IN EVERY LINE.

To see more models from this line, visit danat.at/motiv
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The DANA Protect+ package

Dual 310 white matt

protects doors where humidity is
temporarily high.

An attractive interplay of groove patterns and strip inserts.

DUAL 340
white matt
groove patterns and stainlesssteel-look inserts

DUAL 310
white matt
groove patterns and stainlesssteel-look inserts

DUAL 312
white matt
groove patterns and stainlesssteel-look inserts

DUAL 340U
white matt
groove patterns and stainlesssteel-look inserts

DUAL

SIMPLY ELEGANT.
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The extra-long push handle

Vision concrete finish

is simply something different and a
perfect match for the industrial flair.

Doors with a concrete finish – understatement with style.

VISION

ANYTHING BUT
CONVENTIONAL .

VISION
concrete finish
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Glass door and
casing merge into a

perfect single unit

GT Float glass

on p. 29.

ALL-GLASS DOORS

DELICATE
BUT STRONG.
DANA’s all-glass doors reveal all the strengths
of glass as a high-end material.

GT-SATINATOGLAS
frosted glass, translucent

GT-MOTIV 340
Satinato glass with grooves

GT-KRISTA
clear glass with crystal cut

Even more
stunning

glass patterns
GT-RETRA
Satinato glass with grooves

GT-LEINEN
glass with textile look, weakly
translucent

GT-LIBERA
clear glass with Satinato look
print design frosting

from page 98.
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OPEN. TO. IDEAS THAT
NEVER BECOME ROUTINE.

Creative living means everything is allowed
that pleases you, meaning that it is not just
trends that direct you but more importantly
your own feelings. Styles are mixed up, lived
or intentionally broken – and doors from
DANA create space for new ideas.
Discover the creative DANA doors for your
own personal style.

CREATIVE
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You just have to feel it:

ELEGANT WOOD VENEER

Struktura cracked rough oak

an unspoilt, rugged beauty.

doors shown here
as ceiling-height versions.

STRUKTURA shows wood in a new light.

STRUKTURA
cracked oak brown
brushed
natural coating or oiled

STRUKTURA
cracked oak black
brushed
natural coating or oiled

STRUKTURA
cracked oak Ambre
brushed
natural coating or oiled

STRUKTURA
knotted oak
brushed
natural coating or oiled

STRUKTURA
cracked ash Pura
brushed
natural coating or oiled

STRUKTURA
cracked walnut black
brushed
natural coating or oiled

Note: The colours of natural coating finishes differ from those of oiled surfaces.

STRUKTURA

A DOOR FOR
ALL FIVE SENSES.
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The height of style:

Ceiling-height doors

Struktura knotted oak white oiled

for awesome interiors.

doors shown here
as ceiling-height versions.

STRUKTURA
knotted larch bronze
brushed
oiled

STRUKTURA

A new sense of living.

STRUKTURA
larch
brushed
natural coating or oiled

STRUKTURA
European oak
brushed
natural coating or oiled

Discover the

brushed
finish –

details from p. 35.

STRUKTURA
ash heartwood planked
brushed
natural coating or oiled

STRUKTURA
knotted oak
brushed
white oiled

Note: The colours of natural coating finishes differ from those of oiled surfaces.

STRUKTURA
larch
brushed
white coated
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Locking at the touch
of a button – with the

Struktura
Cracked oak brown float glass

DANA electric lock.

CHARISMA with interesting door leaf panels.

CHARISMA

ALWAYS
DIFFERENT.
sq doors shown here
as ceiling-height versions.

Near enough to touch –

discover the
finish on the cover
of this book of doors!

CHARISMA-SQ
cracked oak brown
brushed
oiled or natural coating
Satinato glass

CHARISMA-SQ
knotted oak
brushed
oiled or natural coating
Satinato glass

Charisma-SQ
larch
brushed
white coated
Satinato glass

CHARISMA-EQ
country oak bronze planked
natural coating or oiled
Novalea glass design

CHARISMA-F
American walnut
natural coating

CHARISMA-D
country oak planked
natural coating or oiled
Satinato glass

Note: The colours of natural coating finishes differ from those of oiled surfaces.
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Charisma-SQ larch white coated

INTRIGUING CONTRASTS

with structure and glass.

CHARISMA

Warm wood with cool glass.

For more stunning surfaces
and glass types, visit dana.at

CHARISMA-DQ
ash heartwood
Satinato glass

CHARISMA-E
white matt
Satinato glass

CHARISMA-D
white matt
Satinato glass

CHARISMA-FMOD4
white matt
stainless-steel-look inserts
glass MOTIV 340
Satinato glass with grooves

CHARISMA-FLIN4
white matt
walnut look inserts
glass MOTIV 340
Satinato glass with grooves

CHARISMA-FMOT340
white matt
groove patterns
glass MOTIV 340
Satinato glass with grooves
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ALL YOUR DOOR NEEDS

OPEN. TO.

EVEN MORE
POSSIBILITIES.

Open invitation: DANA.at

To live out your style you need maximum choice. And that applies
to the smallest details too: the casing, frame and handle are just as
important to us as the surface of a door leaf. An attractive handle
can also be a source of daily pleasure, which makes it so much more
than “just” a fixture.
On the following pages, discover our large assortment that
makes your door something absolutely individual.
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THE SAME BUT
DIFFERENT.

STANDARD SOLID DOOR
grooved

STANDARD SOLID DOOR
Plano version with
concealed hinges

SWING

SWINGING DOOR

CEILING-HEIGHT SOLID DOOR
Plano version with
concealed hinges

INSIDE SLIDING DOOR
door runs inside the wall
(see p. 30)

CEILING-HEIGHT SOLUTION
with solid door
grooved and fanlight

DOOR WITH DOOR FRAME
fitted in the embrasure
(see p. 123)

MOULDED GLASS DOOR
Modul version with concealed
hinges and glass inlay
MOTIV 340 (see pp. 84 – 87)

SPECIAL SOLUTIONS
grooved (as with slanting
ceilings, for example)

STANDARD SOLID DOOR
grooved with IFU glass cutout
and glass MOTIV 340

KONTEXT FLUSH-TO-THEWALL DOOR
with concealed casing
(see p. 27)

MOTIV 340 ALL-GLASS
DOOR
(see pp. 77, 100)

SOLID DOOR,
REVERSO VERSION
opens inwards (see p. 26), Modul
version with concealed hinges

MODEL RANGE

Discover yourself in your DANA door.
In every version that takes your fancy
and suits your rooms. You can see it
here with the Motiv 340.

FRAME WITH LIGHT
Modul version with concealed
hinges, transom light and side lights

DOUBLE-LEAF DOOR
Modul version with concealed hinges and
IFU glass cutouts with glass MOTIV 340
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Mondria all-glass door

SLIDING DOORS
Room for possibilities.

Sliding doors are the grand masters of flexibility: they split rooms without
dividing them permanently. Sliding doors are also real space savers – and
they are available from DANA in many variations, from all-glass to solid
wood, and in a variety of systems.

You want the sliding door to

vanish completely into the wall?
More on page 30.

FRONT
Elegantly hidden.
 

Straight-edged covering strip

 

For solid and all-glass doors

 

 inish for solid doors: choose between anodised
F
stainless-steel-look, matt black, veneered or varnished

 

 inish for all-glass doors: choose between anodised
F
stainless-steel-look, matt black or matt white

 

With DANAmotion system

 

Available with casing or without

 

Optionally lockable

SLIDING DOOR SYSTEMS

FRONT: with anodised stainless-steel-look
covering strip and solid door

FRONT/GT SLIDING DOOR SYSTEM
runs in front of the wall

VW-COMPACT
Design wall spacer profile.
 

For single-leaf or double-leaf sliding doors

 

Narrow design profile

 

For solid and all-glass doors

 

Finish: EV1 silver

 

With DANAmotion system

VW-Compact/GT sliding door system, runs in front of the wall

TOP-COMPACT
For rooms flooded with light.
 

Rail is fitted in the wall space

 

 or double-leaf sliding doors: combines fixed glass
F
element and all-glass sliding door

 

Finish: EV1 silver

 

Perfect when space in adjacent rooms is limited

 

With DANAmotion system

TOP-COMPACT/GT-1S sliding door system runs in the wall opening
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SURFACES
AT DANA .
Diverse and truly beautiful.

From elegant to rustic, finely textured or with cracks “as nature
intended” – choose from a wide range of surfaces the one that perfectly
suits your own individual style. Customise every little detail of your
interiors just as you like and make even opening your doors an experience
to savour – every time.
Choose from:
 

Solid wood

 

Wood veneer

 

Brushed wood veneer – Struktura

 

Brushed wood veneer with natural cracks – Struktura

 

Brushed wood veneer, white oiled or varnished in white – Struktura

 

Partially textured varnished doors

 

Varnished doors

 

Glass (from p. 98)

WOOD THROUGH AND THROUGH


FSC® and PEFCtm certified



Traceable origin of
the wood in all doors

SOLID KNOTTED SPRUCE
smooth or brushed
natural coating or oiled

SOLID KNOTTED
OLD SPRUCE
brushed
natural coating or oiled



High-quality solid wood doors



With striking knot-holes and grain



For doors that tell stories

SURFACES – WOOD

SOLID WOOD

WOOD VENEER

ASH WHITE
open-pored
coated

SILVER FIR
natural coating

BIRCH
natural coating

CANADIAN MAPLE
natural coating
(differs in colour and structure
from European maple)

SPRUCE
knotless
natural coating

ASH
natural coating

ASH HEARTWOOD
natural coating

OAK
natural coating or oiled
(product-specific)

COUNTRY OAK PLANKED
natural coating or oiled

BEECH
natural coating

ALDER
natural coating

BEECH HEARTWOOD
planked
natural coating

MAHOGANY
natural coating

COUNTRY OAK BRONZE
natural coating or oiled

AMERICAN WALNUT
natural coating

Note: The colours of natural coating finishes differ from those of oiled surfaces.
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BRUSHED WOOD VENEER – STRUKTURA

ASH HEARTWOOD PLANKED
brushed
natural coating or oiled

LARCH
brushed
natural coating or oiled

EUROPEAN OAK
brushed
natural coating, oiled or white oiled

KNOTTED OAK
brushed
natural coating or oiled

KNOTTED LARCH BRONZE
brushed
oiled

BRUSHED WOOD VENEER WITH NATURAL CRACKS – STRUKTURA

CRACKED ASH PURA
brushed
natural coating or oiled

CRACKED OAK BROWN
brushed
natural coating or oiled

CRACKED OAK BLACK
brushed
natural coating or oiled

CRACK ROUGH OAK
rough-brushed
natural coating or oiled

STRUKTURA SURFACES


Wood for all five senses



Brushed for that special texture



“Crack” finish: natural cracks in
the wood in contrasting colours
produce stunning effects

CRACKED OAK AMBRE
brushed
natural coating or oiled

CRACKED WALNUT WHITE
brushed
natural coating or oiled

CRACKED WALNUT BLACK
brushed
natural coating or oiled



High-grade and elegant



Oiled surfaces: naturalness that
appeals to all five senses

BRUSHED WOOD VENEER, WHITE OILED OR VARNISHED IN WHITE – STRUKTURA

LARCH
brushed
white coated

ASH HEARTWOOD PLANKED
brushed and open-pored
white coated

Note: The colours of natural coating finishes differ from those of oiled surfaces.

ASH HEARTWOOD PLANKED
brushed
white oiled

KNOTTED OAK
brushed
white oiled

SURFACES – WOOD, VARNISHES

PARTIALLY TEXTURED VARNISHED DOORS

KONTURA SURFACES


A beautiful diversity: details accentuated
over parts of the surface create an attractive
texture and interesting lighting effects



Fine, relief-like texture



Surface larch, partially white varnished

KONTURA

TEXTURA SURFACES


Every touch a new experience:
with a strongly accentuated texture



Prominent relief-like surface



Embossed reed effect

TEXTURA

Experience these door designs on p. 57.

VARNISHED DOORS

PURE DELIGHT


Water-based coatings free
of harmful substances



Highest building biology
and ecological quality

WHITE MATT
pigment coated RAL
9016

CREME
pigment coated similar
to RAL 9001

LIGHT GREY
pigment coated
NCS S-1500-N

PLATINUM GREY
pigment coated
NCS S 4000-N

STONE GREY
pigment coated
NCS S-4005-Y50R



Extremely robust and durable

OPEN FOR ALL WISHES!


Special coatings possible
on specific products



In all RAL and NCS colours



Particularly high-quality varnishes
GRAPHITE GREY
pigment coated
NCS S 7502-B

Check out our finishes

at one of our DANA showrooms!
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All-glass door, milk glass

BRIGHT AND CHEERFUL.
Every type of glass has its own advantages. Clear glass, for instance, has its
typical greenish tinge, while in milk
glass there is almost no hint of green
at all. Many DANA all-glass doors,
glass cutouts and glass sliding doors
are now available in milk glass!





NORMAL
FLOAT GLASS

MILK GLASS

A modern, exceptional look
Perfectly suited to all sorts
of modern interior styles
Better at letting light and
warmth through – ideal in rooms
with no natural light source

Milk glass for even more light and elegance.

BASIC GLASS TYPES

SURFACES – GLASS

FIRST-GLASS DESIGN
FROM DANA .

HOW THE GLASS GETS
ITS PATTERN

PRINT DESIGN FROSTING
The pattern is melted into the glass
at 700 °C and is durable, easy to
clean and sparkling.

GROOVE CUT
The popular finishing technique for
an interesting texture and relief
look.

LASER TECHNIQUE
The patterns are cut into the glass
by laser – the surface stays smooth
and very easy to clean.

FLOAT GLASS (clear glass) or
FLOAT MILK GLASS (clear glass)

SATINATO GLASS or
MILK GLASS SATINATO
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MOTIV 320
also possible in milk glass
versions: GT, GA, Charisma

Float glass

MOTIV 320D
also possible in milk glass
versions: GT, GA

Satinato glass

print design frosting

MOTIV 325
also possible in milk glass
versions: GT, GA, Charisma

groove cut

laser technique

MOTIV 340
also possible in milk glass
versions: GT, GA, Charisma

GA=glass cutout

GT=all-glass door

SURFACES – GLASS
MOTIV 340D
also possible in milk glass
versions: GT, GA

KRISTA
also possible in milk glass
version: GT

RETRA
also possible in milk glass
version: GT
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DELI
also possible in milk glass
version: GT

Float glass

Satinato glass

COSMIC
also possible in milk glass
version: GT

print design frosting

groove cut

AMSTERDAM
also possible in milk glass
version: GT
screen print

laser technique

GA=glass cutout

GT=all-glass door

SURFACES – GLASS
MÜNSTER
also possible in milk glass
version: GT
screen print

JENA
also possible in milk glass
version: GT
screen print

TRIER
also possible in milk glass
version: GT
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Experience this design

at one of our DANA showrooms!

LINADUA
only possible in milk glass
double-side 3D effect
versions: GT, GA

Float glass

Satinato glass

DIAMANTA
also possible in milk glass
versions: GT, GA, Charisma
print design frosting: Satinato look,
black or blue-grey

print design frosting

groove cut

LIBERA
also possible in milk glass
versions: GT, GA, Charisma
print design frosting: Satinato look,
black or blue-grey

laser technique

GA=glass cutout

GT=all-glass door

SURFACES – GLASS
ALEA
also possible in milk glass
versions: GT, GA, Charisma
print design frosting: Satinato look,
black or blue-grey

STRIA
also possible in milk glass
versions: GT, GA, Charisma
print design frosting: Satinato look,
black or blue-grey

MONDRIA
also possible in milk glass
versions: GT, GA, Charisma
print design frosting: Satinato look,
black or blue-grey

NOVALEA
also possible in milk glass
versions: GT, GA, Charisma
print design frosting: Satinato look
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LEINEN
versions: GT, GA, Charisma

Float glass

LINNOVA
only possible in milk glass
versions: GT, GA, Charisma

Satinato glass

print design frosting

FLORENZ
version: GT

groove cut

MASTER CARRE
transparent with dot texture
versions: GT, GA, Charisma

laser technique

GA=glass cutout

GT=all-glass door

Take a look at the many all-glass doors
as well to choose the glass cutout.

SURFACES – GLASS

TIP:

UADI
version: GA

CHINCHILLA
version: GA

ALTDEUTSCH-K
version: GA
REFLO
lightly frosted,
bright translucent
versions: GT, GA, Charisma

MIRASTAR
effect glass, mirrored on both sides
version: GT

DISCOVER OUR WIDE
RANGE OF GLASS CUTOUTS
on the following page.
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The range of glass cutouts at DANA turns
your door into a very special feature. Simply
choose the shape you like best. Your choice
of glass cutout will be inserted in the door
without any visible fittings or mountings.

A

1) HFU

6) M4/
M4FU

A

2) A1500/
A1500fu

10) B

B

3) A1000

11) Bb

4) M1/
M1FU

12) S

5) M3

A

DIN-Norm
1436/1436fu

B

DIN-Norm
D1000

Not shown: the wide range
of glass cutouts available for
DANA style and solid wood
doors. More information is
available from your DANA
sales partner.
13) D

14) I/IFU

18) ROUND
Ø 400

19) IB/IBFU

GLASS CUTOUTS | HANDLES

FLATFIX HANDLES
ARE DIFFERENT.
Embrace a whole new world of minimalism.

Our Flatfix handles catch the eye without being intrusive: they have a modern, stripped-down design and appear on both sides as virtually flush. On
the following pages, discover them in all their beauty and diversity!

 

Flatfix rosette only 0.8 mm thick

 

 ith round or rectangular-rounded stainless steel rosettes
W
or matt black rectangular-rounded rosettes

 

A design highlight for the price of the standard version

MORE DETAILS ABOUT
FLATFIX ON P. 31.

DESIGNS AVAILABLE

As unlockable handle

As handle with
pin lock on the inside
(for bathroom,
bedroom, WC etc.)
with integrated
emergency release

As handle with
ward lock key rosette

As handle with
profile cylinder key
rosette*

The flat button is
combinable on the
other side with a
selection of Planofix
handles and is supplied
as a 2-mm-thick
Planofix rosette.

* With the fire protection version only the 2-mm-thick Planofix rosette is possible.
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Houston FLATFIX

Trondheim FLATFIX

Marseille FLATFIX

door handle: chrome-plated satin finish*
round Flatfix rosette: stainless steel matt
rectangular-rounded Flatfix rosette:
stainless steel matt

door handle: stainless steel matt
round Flatfix rosette: stainless steel matt
rectangular-rounded Flatfix rosette:
stainless steel matt

door handle: stainless steel matt
round Flatfix rosette: stainless steel
rectangular-rounded Flatfix rosette:
stainless steel

Los Angeles FLATFIX

Vitoria FLATFIX

Denver FLATFIX

door handle: chrome-plated satin finish*
round Flatfix rosette: stainless steel matt
rectangular-rounded Flatfix rosette:
stainless steel matt

door handle: chrome-plated satin finish*
round Flatfix rosette: stainless steel matt
rectangular-rounded Flatfix rosette:
stainless steel matt

door handle: stainless steel matt
round Flatfix rosette: stainless steel matt
rectangular-rounded Flatfix rosette:
stainless steel matt

Acapulco FLATFIX

Alternative package with push handle

Nizza FLATFIX

handle: chrome plated satin finish*
rectangular-rounded Flatfix rosette:
stainless steel matt

flat button: stainless steel matt
round Planofix rosette: stainless steel matt
not anti-burglary
supplied as 2-mm-thick Planofix rosette

door handle: stainless-steel-look (matt/anodised)
inlay black anodised
round Flatfix rosette: stainless steel matt
rectangular-rounded Flatfix rosette:
stainless steel matt

HANDLES
Bergen FLATFIX

Dallas FLATFIX

door handle: chrome-plated / aluminium-steel
round Flatfix rosette: stainless steel matt
rectangular-rounded Flatfix rosette:
stainless steel matt

door handle: stainless steel matt
round Flatfix rosette: stainless steel matt
rectangular-rounded Flatfix rosette:
stainless steel matt

ALSO AVAILABLE
IN BLACK MATT.
Stockholm FLATFIX

Amsterdam FLATFIX

door handle: stainless steel matt
round Flatfix rosette: stainless steel matt
rectangular-rounded Flatfix rosette:
stainless steel matt

door handle: stainless steel matt
round Flatfix rosette: stainless steel matt
rectangular-rounded Flatfix rosette:
stainless steel matt

ALSO AVAILABLE
IN BLACK MATT.
Nizza FLATFIX

Nizza FLATFIX

door handle: stainless-steel-look (matt/anodised)
inlay similar to white matt RAL9016
round Flatfix rosette: stainless steel matt
rectangular-rounded Flatfix rosette:
stainless steel matt

handle: stainless-steel-look (matt/anodised)
without inlay:
round Flatfix rosette: stainless steel matt
rectangular-rounded Flatfix rosette:
stainless steel matt

* Chrome satin finish: Resista surface, 10-year guarantee (assuming normal usage)

El230

Fire protection: only possible with
profile cylinders and ÖNORM locks,
only the 2-mm-thick Planofix rosette
is possible here
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Inn-Q knotted spruce

Our handles are a beautiful sight in matt black
too and simply something different. And they look
particularly good against light-coloured wood.

How beautiful it is when things look black.

HANDLES

WELCOME BLACK.
All doors have a uniform look …
  The “in” colour as a design highlight
 

Easy-to-clean surface

 

All doors have a uniform look

… with stunning individual design options! Available for:
  Flatfix handles
 

Push handles

 

Recessed handles

 

Sliding door systems

 

Design hinges

Amsterdam FLATFIX

ALSO AVAILABLE WITH
PIN LOCK IN BLACK.

Nizza FLATFIX

NEW: WITH PROFILE
CYLINDER OR WARD LOCK!
NIZZA 300 PUSH HANDLE

RECESSED HANDLE
M463

RECESSED HANDLE
INTOUCH

DESIGN HINGE
TWIN
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EXPOSED HINGES FOR SOLID DOORS
AND PANEL DOORS

STRIKE PLATES FOR SOLID DOORS,
PANEL DOORS AND ALL-GLASS DOORS

DANA
FLANGED STRIKE PLATE
Surface colour: silver
For flush-fitting doors like Modul and Plano.
The lug prevents damage to the door casing
when the door is closed.

RIMINI backplate 1
Surface finish:
Polished brass, chrome and chrome matt
(also available in rosette version)

DANA
STRIKE PLATE
Surface colour: silver
For grooved doors (standard) –
high-quality steel strike plate.

MAGNETIC LATCH LOCK STRIKE PLATE
AND DEADLOCK STRIKE PLATE
Surface finish: stainless-steel-look
For flush-fitting doors like Modul and Plano.
No lug; the recessed latch prevents any
damage to the casing.

MAGNETIC LATCH LOCK STRIKE PLATE
AND DEADLOCK STRIKE PLATE
ALT-WIEN backplate 1

PARIS rosette 1

Surface finish:
Polished brass and polished chrome

Surface finish:
Stainless steel matt and aluminium F1

1

suitable for ÖNORM locks

Surface finish: stainless-steel-look
For groove-fitting doors or all-glass doors
(shown left).
No lug; the recessed latch prevents any
damage to the casing.

RECESSED HANDLE
PLANOFIX PUSH

RECESSED HANDLE M472
Surface finish:
chrome matt, chrome bright,
polished brass

RECESSED HANDLE M472

Surface finish:
stainless-steel-look
Planofix Push also available
for hinged doors

Surface finish:
chrome matt, chrome
bright, polished brass

RECESSED HANDLE M464

RECESSED HANDLE M463

Surface finish:
chrome matt
also available lockable

Surface finish:
chrome matt, chrome bright,
also available lockable

HANDLES | RECESSED HANDLES

RECESSED HANDLES FOR SOLID SLIDING DOORS

ALSO AVAILABLE
IN BLACK MATT
(see p. 113).

RECESSED HANDLES FOR ALL-GLASS SLIDING DOORS

RECESSED HANDLE MSC 7

RECESSED HANDLE M472 GT

Surface finish:
stainless-steel-look
only for INSIDE GT and INSIDE-ES GT

Surface finish:
chrome matt

RECESSED HANDLE
PLANOFIX R

RECESSED HANDLE
PLANOFIX EB

Surface finish:
stainless-steel-look
Ø 65 mm
also available for solid wood doors

Surface finish:
stainless-steel-look
Ø 65 x 65 mm
also available for solid wood doors

RECESSED HANDLE FOR SOLID HINGED DOORS

ALSO AVAILABLE
IN BLACK MATT
(see p. 113).

RECESSED HANDLE
INTOUCH
Surface finish: stainless-steel-look
possible on solid doors with magnetic
latch locks and also available lockable
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PUSH HANDLES FOR ALL-GLASS AND SOLID DOORS

CONNECT-300 PUSH HANDLE

NIZZA 300 PUSH HANDLE

Length 500 mm
Ø 25 mm

Length 350 mm
Width 25 mm

Material: stainless steel

Material: stainless-steel-look, matt/anodised
Inlay:

Inlay: oak oiled

without inlay
inlay matt similar to RAL 9016 / inlay black anodised
  with inlay, combinable with electric lock
 
 

ALSO AVAILABLE
IN BLACK MATT
(see p. 113).

KLASSIK-300 PUSH HANDLE1/KLASSIK-10002

ROUND-300 PUSH HANDLE1/ROUND-10002

Length 500 mm1
Ø 25 mm

Length 325 mm1
Ø 25 mm

Length 1,200 mm2
Ø 30 mm

Length 1,025 mm2
Ø 25 mm

Material:
stainless steel

Material:
stainless steel

Length 500 mm

Length 325 mm

1

1

Length 1,200 mm

2

Length 1,025 mm

2

PUSH HANDLES | LOCKS

VISIBLE FITTINGS SUITABLE FOR SOLID WOOD DOORS
Back

Front

ELBOW DOOR LOCK

ELBOW DOOR LOCK

MONDSEE BACK PLATE

Surface: iron oiled

Surface: iron oiled

Surface: iron oiled

Front

COVERING SLEEVE

VINTAGE HINGE

Surface: iron oiled

Surface: iron oiled
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FITTINGS FOR ALL-GLASS DOORS
FITTINGS PACK 1
Surface finishes:
lock/handle:
EV 1 aluminium colour (anodised) or
stainless-steel-look (matt anodised)
hinges:
stainless-steel-look (matt anodised)

lock case: Pur Line
handle: Lucia

lock case: Pur Line
handle: Lucia
ward lock

lock case: Pur Line
handle: Lucia
cylinder lock

lock case: Pur Line
handle: Lucia
WC lock

lock case: Curve Line
handle: Trondheim

lock case: Curve Line
handle: Trondheim
ward lock

lock case: Curve Line
handle: Trondheim
cylinder lock

lock case: Curve Line
handle: Trondheim
WC lock

hinge: Vario

FITTINGS PACK 3
Surface finishes:
lock case/handle/hinges:
stainless-steel-look (matt anodised)
hinge: Vario

Surface finishes:
lock case:
stainless steel
handle/hinges:
stainless-steel-look

lock case: Tenderline
handle: Dallas

lock case: Tenderline
handle: Dallas
WC lock

hinge: Vario

FITTING PACKAGES

FITTINGS PACK 8

ALSO POSSIBLE WITH CYLINDER
LOCK AND PROFILE CYLINDER.

FITTINGS PACK 6
with magnetic lock for
especially soft closing
Surface finishes:
lock/handle:
stainless-steel-look (matt anodised)

lock case: Cubo
handle: Dallas

hinges:
stainless-steel-look (matt anodised)

lock case: Cubo
handle: Dallas
cylinder lock

hinge: Vario

hinge: Intro
(only for Reverso-GT)

lock case: Cubo
handle: Dallas
WC lock

FITTINGS PACK 7
for flush-mounted Nivelo allglass doors
Surface finishes:
push handle: stainless steel
hinges: stainless-steel-look
push handle: Klassik-300

hinge: flush

Close-up of magnetic strip

FITTINGS PACK GGK
Surface finishes:
push handle: stainless steel
hinge: stainless-steel-look

push handle: Klassik-300

hinge: Vario
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HINGES FOR SWINGING DOORS IN WOOD & GLASS
SWING VB

SWING GT

SPIN GT

For wood doors

For all-glass doors

For all-glass doors

Surface finish:
stainless-steel-look

Surface finish:
stainless-steel-look

Surface finish:
stainless-steel-look

All self-closing, open position at 90°

HINGES FOR TOP PANELS IN GLASS
Top panel mounting Vario OB
For hinged doors in glass

Top panel mounting PT90
For swinging doors in glass

Surface finish:
stainless-steel-look

Surface finish:
stainless-steel-look

HINGE BRACKETS
SHOWN WHEN OPEN

Version: GT/M

Version: GT

V-3D hinge bracket
Adjustable in 3 dimensions,
with door leaf fitted,
designed for heavy and
large-format doors,
straightforward installation
(standard version)

Adjustable hinge bracket
Adjustable in 1 dimension
with door fitted and
door closed

HINGES

HINGES FOR SOLID DOORS AND MOULDED GLASS DOORS

ALSO AVAILABLE
IN BLACK MATT

TWIN DESIGN HINGE

TWIN DESIGN HINGE

Surface finish:
stainless-steel-look

Surface finish:
stainless-steel-look

Design:
two-part
adjustable
ÖNORM
standard hinge

Design:
three-part
adjustable
ÖNORM
standard hinge

DESIGN HINGE

DESIGN HINGE

Surface:
chrome plated
or matt chrome plated

Surface:
chrome-plated or
or matt chrome plated

Design:
two-part
adjustable
ÖNORM

Design:
three-part
adjustable
ÖNORM

VISIBLE
LUG HINGE V7888

TECTUS CONCEALED
HINGE

Surface:
nickel plated
optional on DANA Modul
and DANA Plano

Standard on DANA
Modul and DANA Plano,
or DANA Modul
Reverso and DANA
Plano Reverso

(see p. 113).

Design features:
3D adjustable
ÖNORM

Design features:
3D
adjustable
ÖNORM
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Interior: BM 43/65 panel frame
placed centrally in the embrasure

BM 43/65 PANEL FRAME
fitted in the embrasure (any position)

BM 43/65 PANEL FRAME
fitted in the embrasure with subframe

BM 45 PANEL FRAME
mounted on the wall in front of the embrasure

FRAMES | CASINGS

THE RIGHT
FRAME.
Casing, frame, panel frame: What others often see as just a necessary part
of the construction is an important design element to us! After all, we
don’t just want to give your door support: we also want to make it match
your style and your rooms. On the next pages, discover our solutions for all
sorts of fitting constellations – and don’t be shy of contacting our showroom staff or DANA partners with your questions!

RST DOOR FRAME
fitted in the embrasure (any position)

RST FRAME
fitted in the embrasure with subframe

F97/PLANO CASING
with rounded edges in combination with
the Plano subframe
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MORE THAN
A DETAIL .
The casing for your door.

Like the frame that surrounds a painting, the door frame
contributes to the overall impression your DANA door makes.
At the planning stage, first choose the built-in version: should
the door, wall and casing be flush or on different levels? There
are also many options for the style of casing, from clear-cut
angles to rounded edges. In this way your style extends to
every detail of your home!

Casing single leaf,
double leaf

RZ

RZ

RZI

RZI

RZA

RZH

Ceiling-height frame
with cross rail but
without transom
up to a clear frame
height of 2,520 mm
(single leaf, double
leaf)

Ceiling-height frame
with cross rail but
without transom,
with top panel up to a
clear frame height of
2,520 mm (single leaf,
double leaf)

Ceiling-height frame
without cross rail
and transom up to a
clear ceiling height
of 2,600 mm (single
leaf, double leaf)

Ceiling-height frame
without cross rail
and transom, with
top panel up to a
clear ceiling height
of 2,600 mm (single
leaf, double leaf)

Ceiling-height
frame with crossbar,
transom and fanlight
up to a clear frame
height of 2,520 mm
(single leaf, double
leaf)

Ceiling-height frame
without cross rail, with
transom and fanlight
up to a ceiling height
of 2,600 mm (single
leaf, double leaf)

FRAMES | CASINGS
GEOMETRY OF THE J10 CASING
with sleek edges and
narrow visible width (55 mm)

GEOMETRY OF THE STRUKTURA
CASING (Z-STRUKTURA)
with sleek edges and brushed

GEOMETRY OF THE P14 CASING
with clean edges

GEOMETRY OF THE F97 CASING
with rounded edges

How should the door and casing look?
Discover all the possibilities on p. 37.
Our casing-less

KONTEXT DOOR SYSTEM is described on p. 27.
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ENTRY DOORS
BY DANA .
Protecting and welcoming.

The entry door is the gateway to our own highly personal world. It should
be an attractive highlight at the entrance to our homes, inviting to visitors
while at the same time providing the security and thermal insulation we
need. We have created the perfect combination of stylishness and functionality, paying attention to the smallest detail.
 

 utstanding thermal insulation –
O
suitable for passive houses (U = 0.74 W/m2K)

 

 ard-wearing and easy-to-clean 2-mm surface layers in many
H
colours and designs – maintenance-free, light- and colourfast

 

Door leaf and frame flush-fitting both inside and out

 

Advanced security system up to class 3 burglary resistant

 

Noise insulation up to 42 dB

 

 xtremely hard-wearing and moisture-resistant
E
cast resin edge – with 2-colour option

 

 lass bead for glass inlays, side lights and transom light
G
in elegant stainless-steel-look – virtually flush-fitting

 

I nnovative fingerprint system or code buttons for maximum
security – can also be extended to all other exterior doors

FRONT DOORS

SIDE ENTRY
DOORS.
More than a side issue.

Many houses have more than one entrance, whether these are the classic
side entry from the garage or carport or from the front door of a flat into a
covered access balcony in apartment blocks. At DANA, we understand the
many different requirements, and here too we offer advantages in design,
functions and above all security.

 

 ard-wearing and easy-to-clean surface layers
H
in a wide range of colours and designs

 

Optional fire protection

 

Advanced security system up to class 3 burglary resistant

 

Excellent thermal insulation (U = 1.1 W/m2K)

 

Noise insulation up to 43 dB or optionally 45 dB

 

 xtremely hard-wearing and moisture-resistant
E
cast resin edge – with 2-colour option

 

 vailable with innovative fingerprint system
A
or code buttons as an option
For more information on entry
doors and side entry doors, see the

EXTERIOR DOOR FOLDER
at dana.at/haustueren
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ENTRANCE DOORS FOR FLATS
WITH SECURITY SYSTEM.
More security at home.

DANA also attaches great importance to the subject of entrance doors for
flats since their occupants also want to have the feeling that they are safe
and secure in their homes and give their visitors a stylish welcome.
 

Advanced security system up to class 3 burglary resistant

 

Various models available – find the right door for your needs

 

 vailable with glass cutouts, side lights and
A
transom as options. Safety glass used according
to the class of burglary resistance chosen

 

Available grooved or as Modul

 

Complies with climate class C

 

 vailable with innovative fingerprint system
A
as an option for maximum security

For more information on
entrance doors for flats, see the

APARTMENT ENTRY DOOR FOLDER

at dana.at/wohnungseingangstueren

PROPER CARE.

ASK YOUR DANA
SALES PARTNER!

The DANA oil care and basic set.

We want you to get the best out of your DANA doors for a long time and
enjoy the look of them every day. That’s why we also offer you the care
products you need.
Because we know precisely what each door needs, we have put together a
basic set for your interior doors and an oil care set for oiled surfaces (e.g.
Struktura).
Savour the elegance of your DANA doors – for years to come!
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DANA showroom in Salzburg

WE LOOK FORWARD
TO YOUR VISIT!

OUR TIP:

Please make sure you arrange an
appointment before you go.
Then we’ll be able to devote more time
to you. More at schauraum.dana.at

OPEN. TO.

NEW VIEWS
AND INSIGHTS.
Our book of doors has shown you the world of DANA. But there is so
much more to discover and experience.
Be amazed and take advantage of the professional guidance offered by
DANA. If you’re building a house you should come and see us at the planning stage. Because it’s been shown time and time again: only if you are
aware of all the possibilities and think about your doors early on will you get
the most out of every room.
Whether in person in our showrooms or on the web: we look forward to
your visit.

THERE'S A DANA SHOWROOM NEAR YOU:
DANA showroom in Vienna
Vorarlberger Allee 28 | 1230 Vienna

DANA showroom in Spital am Pyhrn
Gleinkerau 70 | 4582 Spital/Pyhrn

DANA showroom in Linz
Salzburgerstraße 205 | 4030 Linz

DANA showroom in Pöckstein
Pöckstein 3 | 9341 Straßburg

DANA showroom in Salzburg | TÜRENHAUS
Elisabethkai 62 |
junction with Saint-Julien-Straße |
5020 Salzburg

facebook.at/danatueren
instagram.com/dana_tueren

MAKE AN APPOINTMENT
ONLINE TODAY AT
SCHAURAUM.DANA.AT

DANA.at
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BELVEDERE classic doors | 59

GLASS FINISHES | 98 – 107

BOSRUCK style doors | 65

GT-ALEA all-glass doors | 105
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GT-AMSTERDAM all-glass doors | 102
GT-COSMIC all-glass doors | 102

CARE SET accessories | 129

GT-DIAMANTA all-glass doors | 104

CASINGS | 37, 122 – 125

GT-FLOAT GLASS all-glass doors | 99

CHARISMA panel doors | 84 – 87

GT-FLORENZ all-glass doors | 106

CHARISMA-SQ doors with textured surfaces | 85

GT-JENA all-glass doors | 103

D

DANA BRAND SIGN | 35
DANAMOTION system | 21
DANAMOTION EASY | 22
DIALOG veneer doors | 47
DOOR DETAILS | 36 – 37
DRAU solid wood doors | 67
DUAL doors with grooves and inserts | 73

E

ELECTRIC LOCK | 24
ENTRY DOORS | 126
ENTRY DOORS FOR FLATS | 128
EUROBA veneer doors | 45
EXPOSED FITTINGS | 117
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GT-LIBERA all-glass doors | 77, 104
GT-LINADUA all-glass doors | 104
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GT-MASTER CARRE all-glass doors | 106
GT-MIRASTAR all-glass doors | 107
GT-MONDRIA all-glass doors | 105
GT-MOTIV all-glass doors | 77, 100 – 101
GT-MÜNSTER all-glass doors | 103
GT-NOVALEA all-glass doors | 105
GT-REFLO all-glass doors | 107
GT-RETRA all-glass doors | 77, 101
GT-SATINATO GLASS all-glass doors | 77, 99
GT-STRIA all-glass doors | 105
GT-TRIER all-glass doors | 103

H

HANDLES | 109 – 119

PALAIS style doors | 65

HINGES | 120 – 121

PALAZZO classic doors | 61

HOCHTOR style doors | 65

PROTECT+ PACKAGE | 34

I

R

P

INN solid wood doors | 67

REVERSO system | 26

INSIDE SLIDING DOOR SYSTEM | 30

S

INTERIOR system | 28

K

SATINATO GLASS | 99
SHOWROOMS | 130 – 131

KONTEXT system | 27

SIDE ENTRY DOORS | 127

KONTURA doors with textured surfaces | 57

SILENT+ PACKAGE | 33

L

SLIDING DOOR SYSTEMS | 92 – 93
SMARTCLOSE system | 23
SOPRAN veneer doors | 47

LECH solid wood doors | 67

STRUKTURA doors with textured surfaces | 80 – 83

LINUS doors with strip inserts | 51

SURFACES | 94 – 107

LOGIK doors with inlays | 53

SWING system | 25

M

T

METEOR doors with inlays | 53

TAUERN style doors | 65

MILK GLASS | 98

TEXTURA doors with textured surfaces | 57

MIRABELL style doors | 65

TÜRENSTÄRKE PLUS | 20

MODEL DIVERSITY | 90 – 91

TWIN HINGES | 32

MODUS doors with strip inserts | 49 – 50

V

MONOLOG veneer doors | 47
MOTIV doors with grooves | 71
MÜRZ solid wood doors | 67

VARNISHES | 97

N

VISION | 75

NIVELO | 29

W

WOOD SURFACES | 95 – 96
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